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Jet Aviation opens a new Fixed Base Operation at Munich Airport

Zurich / Switzerland, November 04, 2014 – Jet Aviation has opened a new Fixed 
Base Operation (FBO) facility to offer handling and ground support services at the 
International airport in Munich, Germany. 

To expand support services for business aviation customers in Germany, Jet 
Aviation recently signed concession agreements with the airport authorities to 
establish a handling facility at the general aviation center at Munich International 
Airport. Effective November 2014, the facility is operating as Jet Aviation Munich.

Jet Aviation Munich offers passenger handling, on-site immigration and customs 
clearance, transportation, hotel and catering coordination, as well as aircraft 
cleaning, de-icing and refueling. Available amenities include an executive lounge 
and conference room, a crew lounge, a snooze room, showers and flight planning 
facilities.

The Munich FBO is under the direction of Kusserow, who also oversees Jet 
Aviation’s FBOs in Berlin and Dusseldorf. Klaus Besold, co-founder of MES 
Handling in Munich, has been appointed by Jet Aviation to manage Jet Aviation 
Munich. Please contact Jet Aviation Munich at vip.muc@jetaviation.de.  

“More than 50 million people and a number of major stock-listed companies are 
situated within 100km of Munich Airport,” said Frank Kusserow, Jet Aviation’s 
Managing Director in Germany. “Munich is a key location within the business 
aviation community and our ability to offer handling and ground support services 
is of great benefit to our customers.”

“Coupled with our cooperation agreement with Kurz Aviation Services,” Kusserow 
adds, “our network expansion to Munich in northern Germany truly positions us to 
offer a total network solution for Germany.” 

Kurz Aviation Services operates business aviation facilities in Stuttgart and 
Cologne as well as ground handling stations in Frankfurt and Egelsbach, 
Germany.  To best support their customers’ service requirements, the two 
companies have been cooperating in the management of slots, opening times and 
parking restrictions since 2011.

Jet Aviation's fixed base operations worldwide include Zurich and Geneva, 
Switzerland; Dusseldorf, Berlin and Munich, Germany; Vienna, Austria; Jeddah, 
Riyadh, Medina and Dammam, Saudi Arabia; Dubai, U.A.E; Singapore; and in the U.S., 
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Boston/Bedford, Mass.; Dallas and Houston, Texas; Palm Beach, Fla.; St. Louis, 
Mo.; and Teterboro, N.J. 

Jet Aviation Munich was founded by Jet Aviation in November 2014 when the 
company signed concession agreements with the airport authorities to establish a 
handling facility at the general aviation center at Munich International Airport. 

Jet Aviation, a wholly owned subsidiary of General Dynamics (NYSE: GD), was 
founded in Switzerland in 1967 and is one of the leading business aviation services 
companies in the world. More than 4,500 employees cater to client needs from 21 
airport facilities throughout Europe, the Middle East, Asia and North and South 
America. The company provides maintenance, completions and refurbishment, 
engineering, FBO and fuel services, along with aircraft management, charter 
services, aircraft sales and personnel services. Jet Aviation's European and U.S. 
aircraft management and charter divisions jointly operate a fleet of more than 
250 aircraft. Please visit www.jetaviation.com and follow us on twitter: 
http://twitter.com/jetaviation.

More information about General Dynamics is available online at 
www.generaldynamics.com.

Contact: Heinz R. Aebi, Senior VP Group Marketing & Communications or Mary-Lou 
Murphy, Manager PR & Communications EMEA & Asia, +41 58 158 8891 or 
jmgt@jetaviation.ch
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